
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM THROUGH TOILET 
 
There has been much talk about women and their femininity recently. At the 
same time, kitchen and bathroom that secretly took their background roles, are 
now in public. Does it seem only to me that women and those utilities have 
something in common? 
 
Toilet facilities have greatly improved possibly due to a boom in the past. 
Hand-washer, once on the low tank, is now usually installed per se. Urinal, once 
replace by western-style toilet, has been reevaluated. Toilet seats have a 
heating system as their common default, adding more features such as warm air 
dryer, automatic lifter and deodorizer. People's inexhaustible desire keeps 
wanting more and more... 
 
The more functions you get, the more energy you consume. If you're pleased 
with the hand-washer on the low tank, the water dropping out of your hand would 
be used for flushing without going to waste. However, If you have a separate 
hand-washer, the water would get wasted. Hopefully, more user-friendly 
hand-washer low tank will be developed. 
 
Most of bottom washer, also known as bidet, accompanies warm-air dryer as its 
standard, but How many of the users would actually sit and wait till theirs get dry. 
Some would choose to wipe theirs with toilet paper. Fancy features are 
meaningless unless there's much need. 
 
Facilities are of course important, but don't forget to improve the quality of the 
space: size, ventilative windows, or convenient shelves. It is difficult to install the 
handrail when getting old, and first of all, to clean out if the frontage were too 
narrow. If it cannot get sufficient space, it might combine with other rooms. You 
might want to consider the proximity to your bedroom, the width of the doors, 
and the way they open. 
 
It is certainly good to get more and more convenient, but you might run the 
danger of flushing away something truly important, if you only look on the 
nice-looking side without contemplating the dirty side. You might want to give 
yourself time once in a while, to sit on the toilet and think about the destination of 



what comes out of you. You'll probably be able to see the environmental 
problems out of your bathroom window. 
 


